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On a summer day in 1980, when Françoise Gilot was in Athens with her
husband Jonas Salk, the polio vaccine pioneer, they popped into an
antique shop in Plaka, the city’s old neighborhood situated on the
slopes of the Acropolis.

Ms. Gilot was looking for another Ottoman-period bronze necklace,
having fallen in love with a similar piece she’d received from a friend.
The boutique was the only place she thought she could find such an
accessory.

Their search was successful. More than three decades later, the
necklace her late husband purchased for her that day remains her
treasured, go-to accessory. She wore it recently to a gala at the
Alliance Française in New York.

Ms. Gilot has maintained an affinity for all things Greek since growing
up in Neuilly-sur-Seine, an affluent Parisian suburb. “Most children
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Why Françoise Gilot Treasures a
Bronze Necklace
The 94-year-old artist received the gift from her late husband, Dr. Jonas Salk, and it reflects a
lifetime of memories and her love of ancient Greece

Françoise Gilot in her New York City apartment. She treasures the bronze necklace that was a gift
from her late husband, Jonas Salk, the polio vaccine pioneer. PHOTO: SASHA MASLOV FOR THE
WALL STREET JOURNAL
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love folklore stories, and I had my mind fixed on antique Greece
always,” she said.

Years would pass before she visited the site of her childhood fantasies.
She read dozens of books about Greece and drew pictures of Hellenic
gods and heroes inspired by ancient tales. In the 1960s, she would sail
around the Aegean Sea every summer with her children, seeking out
remnants of ancient Greek city-states. Back at her London studio, she
created a series of paintings, heavily influenced by animals and
classical Greece. Some are hanging in her New York apartment today.

One of the prominent artists of postwar Paris, Ms. Gilot, now 94, has

Françoise Gilot and her soon-to-be-husband, Dr. Jonas Salk, in a 1970 photo. PHOTO:
BETTMANN/CORBIS

A 1951 photo of Françoise Gilot and Pablo Picasso PHOTO: ROGER VIOLLET/GETTY IMAGES
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lived primarily in the U.S. since 1970. Cambridge-educated, she is also
the author of nearly a dozen books, including her best-selling memoir
“Life with Picasso,” about her relationship with Pablo Picasso, who is
the father of two of her adult children, Claude and Paloma. Her most
recent work is “About Women,” a discourse she co-wrote with the
feminist writer Lisa Alther about womanhood.

Ms. Gilot’s necklace comes from humble origins. It was crafted in the
18th century as a wedding gift for a local peasant, according to Ms.
Gilot, who has seen several similar accessories in the Benaki Museum
in Athens. It is made from bronze, glass beads and other relatively
inexpensive materials, because more precious metals were liable to be
confiscated by the Ottoman authorities who ruled Greece at that time.

Ms. Gilot said she was attracted to the piece by its simplicity. “It’s very
beautiful!” she said. “I’m much more interested in folklore and art
than a necklace with diamonds or gold. Art comes from the people,
and if you’re a great artist, whether you’re from a high or low
background doesn’t matter.”

She also liked that the piece’s base metal is a reference to ancient
warrior costumes and the Bronze Age civilization that preceded the
Greece of Homer and Hesiod.

Despite her long-held Greco-philia, Ms. Gilot said her interest in
producing art influenced by that period has waned. “I have expressed
myself in that manner, so it’s done for me and I’m not going to start
again,” she said, referring to her childhood drawings and Greek-
themed paintings. Looking at the clasp of the necklace, which was
shaped in the form of a phoenix, she said, “This is a symbol of rebirth.”

The bronze-and-glass necklace that artist Françoise Gilot received from her husband, Dr. Jonas
Salk, in Athens in 1980. PHOTO: SASHA MASLOV FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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